The complexity of cloud datacenter scenarios poses new challenges in infrastructure management processes such as the impracticality of collecting specific service level events from inside the datacenter infrastructure, and the scalability issues that can appear during event monitoring when thousands of virtual machines have to be polled at a granularity of seconds. Therefore, it would be desirable to provide mechanisms for obtaining these types of events without incurring in the previously described problems. To this end, we propose a generic and scalable method based on the application of deep neural network architectures for predicting service level events using only a reduced number of generic datacenter infrastructure statistics that can be monitored in a scalable way. We demonstrate in a controlled scenario of a real datacenter and using only three variables from a physical machine that it is possible to predict events in real-time and with decent accuracy, without needing to deploy any meter in the end-user equipment. Specifically, we demonstrate this over two service-level events: i) the so-called Noisy Neighbors effect, a harmful situation that appears in physical machines due to the interferences created by the interaction of virtual machines running on them; and ii) the jitter values of a multimedia call running in a virtual machine. We set up a testbed in a real datacenter deploying physical and virtual machines, running a large amount of different experiments for 1000 hours and collecting samples at a 10 seconds granularity in a dataset of 260,000 records. Two different scenarios, in which training and testing data sets contain significant statistical differences, are deployed to demonstrate a better generalization ability of deep models in changing scenarios when compared with traditional Machine Learning techniques. A set of different deep architectures are proposed for both use cases and approximately 4,000 deep models were trained and tested. In both use cases, the best deep models show a good performance when predicting service level events, even if the inputs do not exactly follow the statistical patterns of the data used during training.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet communications are more and more based on Cloud infrastructures deployed in specialized telecom datacenters, which combine the flexibility of today's computing clouds with the service quality of telecom systems. Nowadays, Cloud datacenters are exposed to a continuous growth of the Internet traffic that will increase exponentially due to The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Alessandra De Benedictis. current and forthcoming 5G deployments -analysts predict that in the short term 90% of Internet traffic will go through datacenters [1] .
Virtualization is utilised in datacenters as the key technology to provide flexibility to the diversity of applications running on top of them. In particular, Cloud infrastructures use virtualization as the mechanism to provide performance isolation between multiple application services. Each application service is typically allocated within one or more virtual machines (VM) or containers. While this provides VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ logical isolation for each tenant, sharing of physical resources (including internal networking, network bandwidth, CPU, memory or cache) is limiting this isolation [16] . Application malfunctioning translates directly into end-users discouraged from using the application, or cloud providers compensating the client for SLA (Service Level Agreement) violations. In this context, some of the key challenges for the execution of real-time and high performance cloud applications are poor network performance and quality of service, virtualization overhead causing performance degradation, and noisy neighbor issues [5] among others. In particular, it is crucial for datacenter infrastructures to provide predictable and deterministic Quality of Service (QoS) to applications in terms of key service-level metrics such as rejection rate, mean time between failures, response time, throughput, packet latency and jitter, financial cost, or energy consumption [17] . QoS management deals with the problem of allocating network and infrastructure resources to applications running in VMs (or containers) in order to guarantee a high level of service including performance and availability. In general, a combination of different techniques such as scheduling, admission control and dynamic resource provisioning are utilised for providing QoS to applications running in a datacenter [4] . Due to the size and complexity of modern cloud datacenters, it is not unsual that service assurance and QoS management systems find that it is impractical for QoS management systems to collect some types of service-level metrics and events from inside its infrastructure (e.g. obtaining the jitter values of a multimedia application running in a VM). Additionally, scalability issues can appear during event monitoring when hundred of thousands of virtual machines have to be polled at a granularity of seconds (e.g. gathering the CPU load values of all virtual machines in a datacenter). Furthermore, predicting the performance of cloud services is intrinsically hard as such services involve large and complex software systems that run on general-purpose systems, which do not provide realtime guarantees. Therefore, it would be desirable to provide new mechanisms to datacenter management systems for predicting such service-level metrics and events using scalable and practical approaches.
In this context we address two different use cases in this paper. Firstly, we research the application of machine learning and in particular deep learning techniques to predict a harmful service-level event called the Noisy Neighbor effect that not only raises scalability problems but also requires nontrivial mechanisms in order to be detected with a decent accuracy. Our proposal sets up a realistic scenario in a real datacenter and deploys on it different deep neural network architectures to demonstrate that it is possible to detect this harmful event with accuracy and to differentiate it from a typical overload situation where not enough resources were assigned to a VM to begin with. Predictions will be done using as input only a small set of infrastructure variables not related with the event to be detected. Secondly, we propose the application of machine learning models and deep learning architectures for predicting the jitter values of a multimedia application using the same set of infrastructure variables utilised in the first use case. Usually, this service-level metric is obtained by adding ad-hoc meters at the ends of the communication path (e.g. installing and running an application in end-user equipments) which can be unfeasible to deploy in many real scenarios. The added value of our proposal is to provide QoS management systems with an equivalent mechanism based on machine learning for predicting these values from inside the datacenter infrastructure, without deploying any application in end-user equipments and using only a small set of infrastructure variables not related with the metric. It is worth noting that, in both use cases, the proposed machine learning methods are scalable and service-agnostic in the sense that they take as input the same small number of datacenter infrastructure variables instead of specific service-level metrics.
In addition, we research the advantages of using complex deep learning architectures against traditional machine learning models for providing trained models with better generalization capabilities. To this end, models will be tested against scenarios statistically different from the ones used during training in order to demonstrate a superior generalization ability of deep models in realistic deployments when predicting in changing scenarios.
A. RELATED WORK
The problem of predicting metrics with machine learning techniques in cloud and network environments has raised researchers' attention during the last decade. Techniques for predicting many different types of service-level metrics and events such as TCP throughput rates [34] , the probability of image failures [35] , and the response times of web applications [36] , [37] have been proposed. All these works predict a specific service-level metric selecting a small number of observation variables (features) related to the service-level metric, which could raise scalability issues as the number of different services grows. In [32] authors consider all available features in a cloud and network environment, which can be thousands, suggesting a more general approach as feature selection is not guided by the specific metric to predict. However, if the number of utilised features is high, scalability issues can appear when collecting data at a small granularity. In a posterior work [33] the same authors limited the number of selected features and simplified the scenario to only two physical machines where virtual machines where not used, which is far from a real datacenter scenario. Common to all these works is that they do not take into account the temporal relationships that are present in consecutive samples and can be extracted using adequate neural network architectures such as LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) and 1-D Convolutional networks.
1) NOISY NEIGHBORS
Considering that not all users utilise at the same time the total capacity of resources they previously reserved, it is a common practise to increase the overall utilization of datacenter infrastructure applying overbooking techniques [9] . In this context, the available resource capacity in a physical machine cannot be enough for several VMs (or containers) allocated in it and therefore they compete for the same resources what may cause overload and resource contention bottlenecks with a noticeable degradation of performance as a result [6] . Even in absence of overbooking, and due to a lack of strong VM isolation with virtualization, the so-called Noisy neighbor effect can appear when the resource capacity in a physical machine is enough for the allocated VMs but its performance is degraded because the applications running in VMs interfere when competing for resources such as CPU, main memory or network I/O [8] . A prompt detection of degradation is important for infrastructure management systems in order to allow them to take proactive decisions for reallocating resources dynamically in the cloud infrastructure.
In particular, a priori detection of the specific factor causing the performance degradation (noisy neighbors, overload, etc) is crucial for taking the pertinent actions to optimally reallocate the affected VMs within the cloud infrastructure that will avoid a negative impact on the QoS perceived by applications. Since the decision to be taken by the infrastructure manager in order to solve a noisy neighbor or an overload situation is totally different, it is worth noting that the problem becomes more complex when we need to differentiate between a noisy neighbor effect or an overload situation where not enough resources are assigned to a VM to begin with. Unfortunately, the detection of noisy neighbors is not a trivial problem and its differentiation from the classic overload situation is a current research challenge.
Some authors have proposed to model noisy neighbor interferences as performance anomalies exhibiting some kind of resource contention bottleneck. Therefore, the anomaly can be monitored using available resource metrics (e.g. CPU time, memory usage, I/O bandwidth) and the detection method applies heuristic-based techniques like simple thresholding approaches, statistical analysis from a previous known state or a set of rules [19] . These approaches exhibit well known limitations such as the fact that they lead to suboptimal results, do not exploit the temporal nature of the data and do not distinguish the specific type of anomaly. Therefore, and due to these limitations, the application of these techniques in real scenarios is discouraged. Other works [13] , [14] investigated how scheduling algorithms can detect patterns of conflicting resource usage in two applications and therefore, schedule them in order that they do not share any resources. Common to all these works is that they only apply traditional statistical learning methods and so they do not consider the usage of modern deep learning techniques that can attain much better performance in complex scenarios such these.
In order to alleviate the noisy neighbor problem, a thorough analysis on the impact that VMs have on each other should be done. In addition, the decisions on VMs placement and the resources to be shared among them must be taken with care. Several works have modelled VMs placement as a multi-dimensional optimization problem that can be solved applying specific heuristics [8] , [9] . Complementary, a work based on the application of fuzzy logic for safe VM placement and noisy neighbor avoidance was recently proposed in [7] . In [12] authors propose to leave some datacenter capacity unused in the underlying infrastructure in order to provide with free resources to the applications that start suffering the noisy neighbor effect. However, this approach goes in the opposite direction of current datacenter trends that make an extensive use of oversubscribing.
The inherent complexity of the noisy neighbor detection problem jointly with the dynamic and changing scenario of modern datacenters and the impossibility in many occasions of having a labeled training dataset make this problem not broadly explored using supervised machine learning techniques. To the best of our knowledge the first work applying these techniques for detecting the presence of noisy neighbors in datacenter infrastructures was proposed in [2] by the authors. However, this work presented a rather simplistic scenario in which only noisy neigborgs were considered and so no differentiation was made to detect them separately from overload situations. In addition, only a small number of rather simplified experiments were run and Support Vector Machine and Random Forest models were applied attaining decent levels of accuracy. An extension of this seminal work was proposed in [1] , in which Convolutional Neural Networks were applied for exploiting the time series nature of the collected data which slightly improved the results obtained in the previous paper. The Noisy Neighbors use case proposed in our manuscript can be considered as an extension of these previous works but proposing a more realistic and complex scenario, running new experiments that produced a new dataset, and training more complex neural network architectures -the number of experiments, dataset records and trained models are roughly one order of magnitude greater than the ones obtained in the previous works -. Recently, an unsupervised online algorithm for detecting anomalies in VMs or containers -considering the noisy neighbor effect as an interference problem-was proposed in [3] . This work modelled the resource usage of an application as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) without needing any previous information about the anomaly or labeled data. However, this method can be more prone to miss the anomalies (e.g. noisy neighbor or overload effects) and cannot differentiate a noisy neighbor effect from an overload situation that as previously commented precludes its application in real datacenters.
2) JITTER PREDICTION
Low-level QoS parameters such as bandwidth, jitter, delays and packet losses drive auto-configuration of QoE-aware adaptive applications. A diversity of research works have recently proposed the application of machine learning models (e.g. SVM, Decision Trees, Random Forest and Fully connected neural networks) for mapping subjective QoE metrics from a given QoS ( [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] ). Complementary, some works have researched the application of machine learning for predicting QoS such as web service QoS metrics in [43] and [44] . In particular, low level QoS values have traditionally been obtained by data collection services that monitor and gather the required data from the applications, and the network and cloud infrastructures. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to predict a service-level QoS metric, such as jitter, using only generic infrastructure variables instead of monitoring it directly.
B. CONTRIBUTION
We propose a scalable and generic method based on deep neural networks for predicting service level events in a datacenter infrastructure taking as input only a reduced number of physical machine statistics. The approach scales adequately with respect to the number of virtual machines under analysis as we only need to sample three variables gathered from physical machines instead of collecting for each service-level event a specific set of metrics that have to be sampled from applications or virtual machines. As the three variables (CPU usage, Inbound network traffic and Outbound network traffic) are collected from physical machines, the independence from the specific service events to be predicted is guaranteed while simultaneously reducing model computation time due to the tiny dimensionality of the input. Moreover, the same three variables can be used for predicting different service level events, and therefore it is not needed to collect different sets of variables for each service-level event predictor.
A set of deep learning architectures were proposed for predicting two useful service level events. Firstly, we aimed at predicting the so-called noisy neighbors effect that can appear when virtual machines that are running in the same physical machine compete for physical machine resources creating bad interferences that produce noticeable performance degradation in the system. It is worth noting that trained models can clearly differentiate this event from overload situations that imply totally different actuations in real datacenter scenarios. Secondly, and using the same realistic scenario and input variables, we predict the jitter values of a VoIP call deployed in a virtual machine that is running in the datacenter infrastructure. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work that proposes a scalable and generic approach for predicting these two service-level events.
A realistic testbed was deployed in a real datacenter consisting of a set of virtual machines competing for the resources of the physical machine in which they were running. Several experiment configurations were designed in order to generate normal, overload and noisy neighbor situations. Experiments were run for 1,000 hours generating a dataset of 260,000 records containing samples of the three variables collected at 10 seconds granularity. Labels for jitter and noisy neighbor use cases were added to each record for training and testing deep learning models.
A large number of hyperparameter combinations were selected for each deep learning architecture and roughly 4,000 deep models were trained using them. 2,000 deep models were trained for predicting each service-level event (Noisy Neighbors and Jitter). The best models were selected using a validation dataset that follows the same statistical distribution than the training set. In order to show the generalization capabilities of these models when predicting in changing scenarios, they were tested against two different datasets that did not follow the same statistical distribution than the training set.
The obtained results show that accurate predictions can be obtained in both use cases when best deep models are used and a superior generalization ability is obtained with them when compared with traditional machine learning approaches such as Random Forests. These results suggest that deep models should be chosen in favour of Random Forest as they have shown a superior ability to interpolate and predict, even if inputs do not exactly follow the patterns of the data used for training.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the problem setting in detail. Deep learning architectures for modeling both use case predictors are presented in section III. Section IV depicts the experimental testbed, the scenarios and dataset variations jointly with the full set of experiments carried out and the analysis the obtained results. Finally, section V offers concluding remarks and outlines future work.
II. PROBLEM SETTING
We set up an experimental environment ( Figure 1 ) in a real data center infrastructure for generating a dataset containing samples to be used as input to prediction models for two use cases: Noisy Neighbors and Jitter prediction. The environment consisted of a set of physical nodes, in which different VMs were instantiated. Several VMs were utilised for deploying a VoIP service with clients and servers, others introduced specific degrees of load and the rest acted as noisy neighbors, creating CPU load interferences on the same physical nodes.
Both use cases are deployed in the context of the same application, a VoIP client (grey VM in Figure 1 ) running in a VM located in a physical node and making a call to another client through a VoIP server (green VM) running in a VM placed in a second physical node. The call receiver is configured for playing music on-hold for the whole duration of the experiment. Along a variety of experiments, the VoIP client is dynamically exposed to changes in the behaviour of other VMs running in the same physical node. In particular, the VoIP call under testing compete for physical machine resources with other VoIP calls (orange VMs), while a set of additional applications (blue VMs) access concurrently to the same resources generating interferences. A noisy neighbor effect is defined as (one or more) VMs sharing resources with the application under test, thus affecting its performance. In our setting we focused on CPU noise, i.e. we provoke interferences to a VM in its access to CPU resources.
For each experiment, different patterns of CPU load and noise are configured in the VMs of the first node in order to affect the performance of the VoIP call under test. The first use case aims to predict whether noisy neighbors or overload situations are occurring at a specific instant of time along the VoIP call duration. Both types of events cause degradation in the performance of the VoIP VM and in particular they affect the listening quality of the VoiP call. The second use case tries to predict the observed jitter values of the VoIP call when load and noise interferences appear during the call. High values of jitter will eventually produce QoS degradation and so, a bad listening experience of the call.
During each experiment, samples of infrastructure variables are collected at a fixed granularity of 10 seconds and the resulting records are stored in a dataset and labeled with the corresponding events of each use case, so that a learning model can be trained to predict each of them. Aiming at providing scalable prediction models, each record of the collected dataset only contains samples of three infrastructure variables gathered from the physical machine that hosts the VM running the VoIP server. The three collected variables from the physical node are CPU usage, Inbound network traffic and Outbound network traffic. These three variables are the core input features to machine learning models although three additional feature extensions are proposed (subsection IV-D). The label for each record is added to the dataset at the same time samples are collected. A timestamp is also added to each record. Jitter values of the call under evaluation are measured in the listener client that is receiving the music on-hold and added directly to the corresponding sample in the dataset. Noisy neighbors labels (0=normal, 1= noisy, 2=overload) are derived from the load and noise configurations of each experiment at an instant of time and added to each dataset sample jointly with the jitter values. Grouping consecutive records of each experiment, the dataset is converted into a time series in order to be able to learn and model the dynamics of the data along a time window.
It is worth noting that one of the key and distinguishing objectives of the first use case was not only to detect cpu interferences (noisy neighbor) but also to clearly differentiate them from an overload situation where not enough resources were assigned to a VM to begin with. The enforcement actions to be applied by an orchestrator when one of these events are detected in a real datacenter are totally different and therefore it is crucial to differentiate them with a high degree of confidence. In addition, the experimental scenarios are designed to reflect as much as possible the dynamic behaviour of cpu load and interferences in a real datacenter. Complementary, the ultimate goal of the second use case is to provide scalable jitter prediction mechanisms avoiding the deployment of additional applications in end-user equipment.
III. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
Aiming to find the best performing prediction models we researched different architectural combinations of well-known artificial neural networks in order to take advantage of the specific characteristics of each of them. The proposed architectures were designed using as building blocks the following types of neural networks:
A. FULLY CONNECTED NETWORKS (FC)
These networks are a type of Feed Forward network that organises their nodes in layers with weighted connections feeding forward from one layer to next. Input vectors are propagated from the input layer through the hidden layers towards the output layer in order to map the input into output vectors. The Multilayer Perceptron(MLP) [21] , [22] is one of the most popular realizations of this type of network.
B. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS (RNN) AND LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY (LSTM) NETWORKS
RNNs simulate a discrete-time dynamical system for processing a sequence of values [15] . RNN architecture is similar to MLP but allows cyclical (recurrent) connections between neurons. These cyclical connections provide the network with memory of the previous input sequences and therefore they allow to persist the network's internal state and hence to affect the network output [23] . A well-known RNN model is the Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM) [24] which is able to learn long-range dependencies in time series data. A typical LSTM architecture is represented by an input layer, several special hidden layers and one o more output layers. These special hidden layers consist of a set of recurrently connected subnets or memory blocks which allow to remember inputs for a long time. These layers maintain a state vector that implicitly contains information about the history of all the past elements of the processed sequence [26] . In addition, input layer processes one element at time within an input sequence and output layers return the outputs of the hidden layers at different discrete time steps.
C. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS (CNN)
These networks were initially introduced in [25] and are widely recognized by their ability for extracting the hierarchical features from data that have a known grid-like topology [15] . Input data can be represented as multiple arrays, dimensions and channels. In particular, 1-D arrays can represent regular time intervals in time-series data and have been applied to efficiently extract non-linear relationships that can appear among adjacent samples in a time-series. CNN architectures can build high-level features by composing low-level ones through a set of convolutional layers that discover the hierarchical relationships of the input data. A typical CNN architecture is represented by an input layer, several convolutional layers and one o more fully-connected layers at the end of the pipeline. Convolutional layers are comprised of three optional stages, namely convolution, detector and pooling. In the convolution stage, a convolution operation applies a filter (kernel) sliding it over the input data in order to produce feature maps. The detector passes feature maps through a non-linearity (e.g.. a ReLU activation function) and finally, the pooling stage down-samples (e.g. averaging, getting the max or min) each feature map with a summary statistic of the nearby positions to produce a final feature map.
1) ARCHITECTURES
We designed and tested several neural network architectures to act as classifiers (Noisy neighbor use case) and regressors (Jitter prediction use case). These networks are composed of a combination of the following blocks: (a) Fully Connected layers, (b) 1-D Convolutional layers and (c) Long-Short Term Memory layers. We stacked combinations of these blocks to obtain the following architectures:
• FC network: it is composed of a single block of fully connected layers. The number of layers and units in each layer is configured by the random search process.
• CNN network: it consists of a convolutional block optionally followed by a block of fully connected layers. The convolutional block is composed of several 1-D convolutional layers applied in sequence. The number of layers, filters and the size of each filter are configured during the random search process. A fixed stride of 1 and a zero-pad are pre-configured to preserve the dimensionality of the time window along all the convolutional layers. Since the dimensionality is relatively low, we do not employ subsampling so as to allow for depth. Each of these filters therefore produces a vector of length 11, each of whose elements undergoes a non-linear transformation. In addition, no pooling layers were employed as the dimensionality of the intermediate outputs were relatively small and did not require to be reduced.
• LSTM network: it comprises a LSTM block optionally followed by a block of fully connected layers. The LSTM block is made of several stacked LSTM layers using a input time window of 11 steps and different numbers of hidden units in each layer. The intermediate layers input the whole output sequence to next layer but only the last element of the last output sequence is passed to the FC block. The number of layers and intermediate units is configured by the random search process.
• Hybrid CNN_LSTM network: it is made of a sequence of two CNN and LSTM blocks optionally followed by a block of fully connected layers. The random search process determines the specific CNN, LSTM and FC network configurations. A final layer is always added to the former networks in order to output the prediction -a single neuron with linear activation for regression or a set of neurons with softmax activation for classification-.
We want to find the micro and macro temporal non-linear relationships in the input variables, and to this end, we combine 1-D CNN and LSTM blocks. Using CNN with filters of size 3, 5 and 7 in time windows of 11 steps, we want to explore the potential relationships that could appear in adjacent input samples. Complementary, LSTM blocks will search for complex relations throughout the whole time window. Finally, FC blocks are utilised because of their agnostic treatment of input structure that will allow to search for non-linear relationships in the inputs without applying any special assumption about their structure. The combination of CNNs and LSTMs blocks has been previously explored in other fields ( [29] , [30] ), but to the best of our knowledge there is no reference in the literature in the application of this type of networks to the use cases we present in this paper.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We performed a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. Two use cases were considered: Noisy neighbors and Jitter prediction.
A. TESTBED
The experimental environment consists of five high performance physical servers with a proprietary management system running on an OpenStack cloud. Three physical servers are dedicated to orchestration and management and the rest are compute machines. An open source voice-over-IP (VoIP) application (Asterisk) is deployed on one of the compute machines, in a single VM utilizing one core and 1024 MB of memory. In the second physical server a set of VMs are set up in order to create in a controlled way the noisy neighbor effect (i.e. CPU interference).
Firstly, an occurrence of SIPp (http://sipp.sourceforge.net), a traffic generator of VoIP calls, was deployed on a virtual machine and configured to initiate calls to a line in which the Asterisk server was playing music-on-hold. The noisy neighbor effect causes that the received music is played with audible distortion. A second VM is set up for deploying additional SIPp traffic generators in order to create a reasonable CPU load which can be configured from a set of discrete values [1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100] . It must be noted that the last three values (50, 75 and 100) generate increasing overload situations and therefore, they are not utilised when a noise scenario is deployed. In order to introduce different levels of load, a number of competing SIPp clients are concurrently launched. For example, a load value of 15 launches 15 SIPp clients, each of them running in parallel 20 calls that are started at a rate of 2 calls per second and lasting 2,000 seconds each. Load can be increased dynamically in a periodic fashion under time intervals demand.
Finally, we deploy a third VM in which we run an application to generate noise on demand by repeatedly computing square roots of numbers in order to create interferences in the access to the CPU. This application was designed to mimic virtual network functions in behaviour but simple enough for experimentation and analysis. Therefore, this VM emulates the effect of noisy neighbors and allows us to differentiate this CPU interference from the normal load that SIPp calls generate. Similarly to load generation, noise can be configured in this third VM with two parameters (iterations and pause) that modulate the intensity and frequency of the CPU interferences. Noise can also be increased periodically in order to mimic more complex noise patterns. Different implementations were considered to examine the noisy neighbor effect on virtual machines. We experimented with both a single large VM occupying all physical CPUs and multiple small VMs, each occupying only one or two cores.
Input metrics (CPU load, inbound and outbound bandwidth) were obtained using Ceilometer, an OpenStack service being collected every 10 seconds, and aggregated into 30 second periods to avoid the impact of missing values or irregularities in the sampling frequency. Each of the resulting samples thus represents the average CPU load, inbound and outbound bandwidth of the monitored machine over 10 seconds. Labels are added automatically during sample collection. In the Noisy neighbor use case, we generate a multi class label consisting of 3 values: normal (label=0), noise (label=1) and load (label=2). Normal label is added to a sample when the music is heard without audible distortion as noise (cpu interference) is not introducing any significant disturbance. Conversely, when the music is played with distortion, a load label is added if the configured load level is greater than 40. A noise label is added in the rest of the cases when music played with distortion since cpu interferences are severe enough to degrade the quality of the music. In the Jitter use case, the label is a float number obtained under request from an adhoc server deployed at the edges of the call connection that carries out the musicon-hold. Recall that, the added value of jitter prediction is precisely to avoid deploying any kind of adhoc meter for VoIP calls in a production environment.
B. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Three types of experiments were designed with the aim of testing how well machine and deep learning models can generalize and predict scenarios that are slightly different from the training one. The first experiment runs a fixed combination of load and noise by applying fixed values to the load and noise generators and not changing them during the whole experiment. The experiment starts running the VoIP call for receiving the music jointly with the noise and load applications, waits for 2 minutes to guarantee system warm up and stabilization, and after that CPU, BW-in and BW-out samples are collected every 10 seconds for 20 minutes. The noise application can be configured using a combination of pause and iterations values: 10, 100 or 1000 milliseconds for pause and 100, 1000, 3000, 6000 or 10,000 for the number of iterations. Load is configured at discrete steps of 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75 and 100. Normal and noise situations are set up by configuring the load generator with a load value less than 50 and the noise generator with a pair of pause and iterations values. Normal situation can also be generated by stopping the noise generator. Configuring a load value greater than 50 an overload situation is produced in the system. We ran this experiment 1450 times -on average 10 times for each configuration -picking uniformily at random load and noise configurations for each execution and obtaining a dataset with roughly 140,000 records after curation. This dataset is called stationary.
The second type of experiments models a dynamic scenario in which a fixed level of noise (cpu interference) is configured at start but a load level is increased gradually from 1 to 40 at regular time steps of 5 minutes. Firstly, the noise generator is launched and systems warms up. After that, load is iteratively increased 7 times every 5 minutes where CPU, BW-in and BW-out samples are collected with a granularity of 10 seconds, totalling 35 minutes for each experiment. This experiment represents a more realistic situation as the load level changes dynamically. As in the former experiment, labels are added automatically at the same time samples are gathered. We ran this experiment 451 times -on average 10 times for each configuration -picking uniformity at random noise configurations for each execution and obtaining a dataset with roughly 80,000 records after curation. This dataset is called incremental.
In the third type of experiments, we designed a dynamic scenario similar to the second (incremental load with non-changing noise levels) but using interpolated values for pause, iterations and load instead of the fixed ones that were used in the second type of experiments. The aim of this type of experiment is to obtain a new dataset for testing the generalization ability of the machine learning models when trained with the stationary and incremental datasets that were generated using only fixed values for load and noise configurations. Therefore, instead of using fixed values in each experiment, we generate at random new values normally distributed for each noise and load configuration parameter. As in former experiments, labels are added automatically at the same time samples are collected. We ran this experiment 221 times -on average 5 times for each configuration -obtaining a dataset with roughly 42,000 records after curation. This dataset is called incremental-random.
After running all experiments approximately for 1,000 hours in the testbed, we obtained in total 260,000 records at 10 second granularity.
In order to exploit the temporal nature of the collected data, we concatenated consecutive samples in a time series of 11 steps (110 seconds). We conjecture that analyzing the input data over a sufficiently big time interval is likely to yield more information on the predicted event than using a sample from a single instant of time. Datacenter experts suggested us that events farther than 90 seconds from the current instant seem not to affect to predicted events. In fact, the trained Random Forests models revealed that feature importance vanished after 6-7 time steps (60-70 seconds) from the origin. Therefore, a larger window of 11 time steps was chosen in order to guarantee that deep learning models could exploit the temporal relationships of the input features. As showed in [1] , this simple approach significantly boosts the performance of machine learning methods. Each input feature considered in the dataset is fed to the neural network in a separate channel. The resulting data set is thus an N × T × D tensor, where N is the number of data points (the total number of records minus the number of concatenated readings), T is the length of the time window (i.e. the number of concatenated events) and D is the number of collected and extended features. The input to Random Forest models is a 1-D vector of T × D elements.
C. SCENARIOS
The normal way of preparing a set of deep models for the two use cases under consideration would consist of joining the available datasets (stationary, incremental and randomincremental) and split them in three sets training, validation and testing (70%, 15% and 15%, respectively). In a first stage, we followed this approach to obtain an estimation of each metric per use case and dataset. However, we aim to investigate the generalization capabilities of deep models that trained in a simplified scenario are deployed in a more complex one. To this end we designed two scenarios A and B. Scenario A investigates whether it is possible to train an accurate prediction model for dynamic scenarios (incremental and random-incremental datasets) using only for training samples obtained from experiments in which the initial state does not change along the whole experiment duration (stationary dataset). Therefore, after training each model with the stationary dataset we test it against the incremental and random-incremental datasets. In Scenario B, we follow a less radical approach training deep models with the union of the stationary and incremental datasets that provide not only static but also dynamic situations, and keeping the random-incremental set for testing purposes. This scenario tries to demonstrate that even if the models are trained with experiments configured only with a set of fixed values for load and noise (stationary and incremental datasets), they are able to predict events in new scenarios that are generated with interpolated random values for load and noise (incrementalrandom dataset).
The objective of both scenarios is to show how well a deep model predicts a given situation when it has been trained with examples extracted from a simplified casuistry. Scenario A clearly proposes a more radical situation than B as the differences between the training and testing datasets are bigger in A than in B. A good performance in these scenarios would suggest that models trained only with fixed values for load and noise will behave nicely in similar production environments where load and noise values are not resulting from fixed patterns but from variables ones. Moreover, it would be interesting to demonstrate that deep models can approximate complex data distributions being trained only with small and limited subsets of such data distributions (i.e. the model is not presented with all the categories of data during training and yet it is able to interpolate and predict accurately events from the whole data distribution). This nice property, if present, would allow, during data collection, to save time and data center resources that tend to be scarce in production environments.
D. DATASET VARIATIONS
It is globally accepted that a general ML pipeline consists of three parts: feature engineering, model selection and algorithm selection. However, when deep learning is considered all these three steps are partly integrated and configured in the neural network architecture itself. Therefore, the problem to be solved frequently relays on searching the optimal neural architecture. Nevertheless, good core features and feature engineering still plays an important role in deep learning. In this context, it is a common practice to automatically derive features relying mainly on pre-defined transformations of the original features such as feature multiplications, square operations, discretization or normalization.
In this paper, feature derivation was applied to produce 4 variants of the core datasets in order to test whether feature extension can generate more compact network architectures or increase the accuracy of the final models. In addition to input normalization, we added logarithms, pair multiplications and squares of the original features, producing 4 variants of each training dataset: We propose as novelty the logarithmic variation based on a previous experience of the authors modelling a regressor that approximates quotients of two linear combination of input values. 1 We show in experimental sections IV-F and IV-G that this variation generate some advantages when training regressors (Jitter prediction) but we did not observe any significant enhancement in model performance when applied in the Noisy Neighbors classification use case.
E. MACHINE LEARNING SETUP
Noisy neighbor and Jitter prediction use cases were modelled as Multi-class Classification and Regression problems respectively. For each use case, we considered scenarios A and B for demonstrating the generalization abilities of machine learning models, and the four dataset variations (v1, v2, v3 and v4) for exploring whether feature extension could benefit model performance. In scenario A, the stationary dataset is used as the training set and the join of incremental and random-incremental datasets as the testing set. In scenario B, the combination of stationary and incremental datasets is utilised as the training set and the random-incremental as the testing set. For each use case, scenario and dataset variation, the following steps were repeated: 1) Perform a random search of the hyper parameter space by training a sufficient number of models and architectures. 2) Rank the best performing models after training using an appropriate metric on the validation set. 3) Test the best performing models using the corresponding testing dataset for each scenario and dataset variation. All the models were trained using the Adam optimiser [20] , minimising cross-entropy loss and squared errors for the multi-class classification and regression problems respectively. For training neural networks we set aside 10% of the training data for validation.
Model training consisted of a sequence of training iterations. Each training iteration comprises 5 epochs and at the end of each iteration accuracy or MAE (Mean Absolute Error) are computed on the validation set and used as early stopping criterion (i.e. after 10 iterations with no enhancement in the validation metric the training process stops). In any case, the training stops after 500 iterations. In addition to the former stopping conditions, we added a heuristic called the Median Stopping Rule as additional early stopping criterion. This heuristic rule implements the simple strategy of stopping a trial if its current performance during training falls below the median of other previously finalized trials at similar steps of training. It is worth mentioning that this strategy does not depend on a parametric model and therefore does not introduce more hyperparameters. Golovin et al. [27] use this rule in their Vizier black-box optimization service at Google arguing that due to its generality this heuristic can be applied to a wide range of learning curves. We perform a random search of the hyperparameter space for each machine learning model and choose the best performing models with the validation dataset. Random search process randomly selects different combinations of neural network architectures to be trained and tested. In particular, Fully connected, Convolutional networks, Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks and hybrid combinations of CNNs and LSTMs are randomly selected jointly with their corresponding hyper parameters. A detailed description of these neural network architectures was presented in section III. Table 1 summarises the set of hyper parameters used in the random search process jointly with the range of values utilised in our experiments. Using this random search process, we selected, trained and tested approximately 250 models per scenario, dataset variant and use case, roughly totalling 4,000 models. In order to accelerate training and testing processes we set up a tensorflow [45] framework running on a pool of 6 NVIDIA P100 (1), K80 (2) and 1080ti (3) GPUs.
In addition to deep models, we trained and tested several Random Forest models in order to compare the performance of deep models against a well known machine learning technique. Random forests [28] combine decision trees, bootstrap aggregation (bagging) and random feature selection and are widely popular because of their simplicity, efficiency and effectiveness. As it was showed in [2] other well known techniques such as Support Vector Machines did not attain the same performance as Random Forest, and therefore we chose the latter as baseline for our experiments.
F. NOISY NEIGHBORS
This use case aims at predicting noisy neighbor CPU interferences and differentiating them from normal and VOLUME 7, 2019 overload situations. We model this use case as a multi-class classification problem where the expected output is a discrete set of values: normal, noise and overload. It is important to note that models should clearly differentiate noise from overload situations in order to be useful in realistic datacenter deployments. Combinations of scenarios A and B and dataset variations 1, 2, 3 and 4 were considered separately for training and testing different sets of deep models. Using a random search process we trained and tested approximately 2,000 deep models -250 deep models per scenario and dataset variation -.
Models were ranked by accuracy on the validation and testing sets. It is worth noting that after running some preliminary trainings in which we used the macro f1-score metric on validation instead of accuracy for early stopping, we observed that the trained models with F1-score tend to consume much more training steps and to balance the number of false positive and negatives for each of the three categories (normal, noise and overload). In a real production environment the target values for false positives and negatives of each class do not have to be the same as the costs and penalties of incorrect actuations can be totally different depending on the involved classes. Furthermore, balancing these figures globally in the trained models could generate in a real deployment that a model trained with f1-score might be increasing the amount of false positives of class "0" -that enforces expensive actions to the system orchestrator-in benefit of reducing the number of false positives in class "1". In this context, data center engineers indicated us that the actions enforced when a noise false positive is produced in a normal situation (prediction of class "1" when we are in class "0") usually implies migrating without need at least one virtual machine to a different physical machine. Note that this action is significantly expensive in terms of datacenter resources (bandwidth, memory and cpu). Conversely, not detecting a sporadic noise problem (false negative of class "0") would not be so severe as the cpu interferences created among virtual machines might well disappear after a few seconds.
In addition, we chose accuracy as ranking metric in order to maximize the number of correct predictions and in particular the ones of the normal class. Considering that roughly 71% of the gathered examples were labelled as normal, maximising the model accuracy we were also increasing the number of correct predictions of the normal class, and consequently reducing the amount of the costly false positives of the noise class -at least the ones produced when the system is in the normal situation -. Nevertheless, in a realistic deployment, we suggest to investigate carefully the cost of the actions associated with the false positives and negatives of each category in order to design a custom metric that tries to reflect the actual cost of each type of incorrect prediction.
For each scenario and dataset variation we present the results obtained by the best deep models on the testing set in tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10. For each model, we report accuracy, position in the testing list (ranked on testing accuracy), macro values for f1-score, precision and recall 2 and confusion matrix. Each table also includes the results obtained by a Random Forest model, which was used as baseline of traditional machine learning techniques, with 600 trees -no significant values were obtained beyond this value -gini index and no depth limit.
Each model is identified with a summary of its architectural details that are described using a compact notation ROC and Precision-Recall curves for the two best models on validation for each scenario and data variation are shown in figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 for scenario A, and 6, 7, 8 and 9 for scenario B. In addition we report AUC (area under curve) of each curve in tables 6 and 11 for scenarios A and B respectively.
Before running Scenario A and B experiments, we executed a set of random searches using the three available datasets (stationary, incremental and random-incremental) in order to obtain an estimation of accuracy and f1-score values that could be achieved with each dataset separately and with the combination of all of them. We applied a typical split of each dataset into 70/15/15 for training, validation and testing. The following range of accuracy and f1-score values were obtained on testing with the top 10 models for each dataset: As expected, these preliminary results suggest that predictions are easier and so, more precise, in static scenarios (stationary dataset) than in dynamic ones (incremental and random-incremental).
1) SCENARIO A
The results obtained in scenario A show that traditional and deep models both exhibit a decent prediction performance although worse than scenario B's. Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 summarise these results for each dataset variant.
The best models ranked on validation accuracy are shown in the top half of each table and the models that performed the best on testing jointly with the Radom Forest model are reported in the down half. The best models ranked on validation accuracy attained on testing accuracy values in the range of [0.86,0.91] and F1-score ranged from 0.76 to 0.84. Random forest models obtained results in the same range (accuracy 0.91 and F1-score 0.84). Feature extension (i.e. dataset variations v2, v3 and v4) did not generate any significant advantage with respect to the original configuration of the three input variables (variation 1).
It is worth noting that having learnt nearly perfectly the training distribution (accuracy of 0.99 on validation), the performance of the best models on validation decreased on testing to the range of [0.86,0.91], reflecting the fact that the training and testing distributions are statistically less similar than their counterparts in scenario B. CNN_LSTM architectures are dominant on dataset variations 1 and 2 and LSTM configurations produce the best results on variations 3 and 4 which indicates that the temporal relationships of the input variables are eventually discovered more easily by LSTM blocks that are present in both architectures.
In addition, the best models ranked on testing accuracy produced slightly better values of accuracy ([0.86,0.93]) and F1-score ([0.80, 0.87]) occupying only middle positions in the validation ranking. As these models did not achieve to learn the distribution of the training data perfectly, they tend to make more general predictions than those models placed in high positions in the validation ranking. Therefore, some of these generic models perform better than well-fitted models when predicting events from a different data distribution.
It can be observed that with the exception of label 2 (overload class) the ROC and Precision-Recall curves (Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5) show a decent ability of the models for discriminating the true state of events -95% of AUC values are above 0.9 (Table 6 ) -.
The main conclusion at the light of the results obtained in scenario A is that training deep models with a simplified data distribution (stationary dataset) will only produce a moderate prediction performance when models are deployed in scenarios where data patterns are different and more dynamic (incremental and random-incremental datasets).
2) SCENARIO B
The results of Scenario B attain in general a better performance than Scenario A's. Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10 report a summary of the results on the testing set for each dataset variant. We firstly excluded from the analysis all the models with very small regularization values as they tend to overfit the training set and we want to obtain models able to generalise and predict unseen situations with a good accuracy.
The 5 best models ranked on validation accuracy are shown jointly with the Radom Forest model acting as baseline for traditional machine learning models. Note that as several of the best models on validation also occupy top positions in the testing ranking no best models on testing are shown as in scenario A. The reported models obtained accuracy in the range of [0.955,0.965] and F1-score values ranging from 0.923 to 0.944. It is worth noting that in this scenario Random Forest models obtained slightly worse figures but in the same range than deep models.
Feature extension (variations 2, 3 and 4) produced slightly better and consistent results, but deep models using only the original three input variables (variation 1) are able to extract by themselves nearly all non-linear dependencies contained in the input variables without the help of any feature extension. A great percentage of the best models on validation are also located in high positions in the testing ranking. This result indicates that models trained with the stationary and incremental datasets are able to predict with great accuracy events generated in slightly different experiments not used during training (random-incremental dataset). In other words, having been trained with a specific data set, models are able to correctly interpolate predictions in unseen situations.
As in scenario A, CNN_LSTM architectures appear mostly among the best models (70%) followed by LSTM networks (20%) which suggests that (1) the macro temporal relationships of the input variables throughout the entire time window (11 steps) are easier to be found by LSMT blocks, and (2), the micro temporal relations that appear among adjacent samples can be discovered by 1-D CNN blocks using filters of sizes ranging from 3 to 7 time steps.
Confusion matrices exhibit a significant decrease in the number of false positives and negatives when compared with scenario A's. In particular, the costly noise false positives of the normal class have decreased from several thousands to a few hundreds in all the reported models. Additionally, the separation between noise and overload classes is nearly perfect: 66% of the reported models generated no false positives and negatives for these two classes, and in the rest of the models the total amount was only 1. Additionally, ROC and Precision-Recall curves for scenario B (Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9) show a significantly better ability of the models for discriminating the true state of events -no AUC value is below 0.92 and 66% are above 0.98 (Table 11 )-. At the light of these results we conclude that it is possible to predict noisy neighbor interferences with accuracy and differentiate them from overload situations with a moderate rate of false positives and negatives. In addition, the dynamic behaviour (incremental dataset) that is present in the training set of scenario B allows to obtain models that can interpolate and predict with a significantly better performance than scenario A's. Best deep models obtain slightly better results than Random Forest's in both scenarios, and tend to generalise more effectively when the data distribution on testing is rather different from the training one (scenario A). This result encourages to select deep models against Random Forest for realistic deployments as they have shown a superior ability to interpolate and predict when inputs do not exactly follow the patterns of the data used for training. Moreover, when GPUs are available for real-time deployments, the prediction speed of deep models using a modest GPU (NVidia Geforce 1080 ti) is in the range of dozens of microseconds while Random Forest models spend hundreds of microseconds per prediction when run in the same off-the-shelf PC workstation.
G. JITTER PREDICTION
The second use case aims to predict the jitter values observed in a VoIP connection using as input the same three variables utilised in the Noisy Neighbors use case. We model this use case as a regression problem where the output is a float number representing the expected jitter value of the call at an instant of time.
Firstly, we ran a set of random searches using the available datasets (stationary, incremental and random-incremental) in order to obtain an estimation of the maximum accuracy (MAE values on testing) that could be achieved with each dataset separately and with the combination of all of them. We applied a typical split of each dataset into 70/15/15 for training, validation and testing. The following range of MAE values were obtained on testing with the top 10 deep models for each dataset: (a) stationary [8.8, 9.6] , (b) incremental [6.2, 6.9], (c) random-incremental [5.7,6 .0] and (d) all three datasets together [7.6,8.0] . At the light of these preliminary results it can be observed that jitter prediction is not as easy to predict when load and noise are constant (stationary dataset) as when load is increasing (incremental and random-incremental datasets). This result goes in the opposite direction of which we obtained in the Noisy Neighbors use case in which predictions were more accurate in the stationary dataset. We conjecture that jitter is jointly affected by increasing cpu loads plus external factors not present in the three input variables. Therefore, predictions made with the stationary dataset are less accurate because neither there is a load increase in this dataset nor external factors are known. When incremental and incremental-random datasets are used, at least one of the two affecting factors is present (load increase) and therefore, obtained predictions are more accurate producing smaller MAE values.
After these preliminary experiments, and as in the former use case, a random search for each scenario and dataset variation was ran using the hyper parameter space described in table 1. We trained roughly 250 models for each scenario and variation, totalling more than 2,000 trained deep models. Tables 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 present a summary of the obtained results. Each table shows the testing results for the 5 best trained models ranked by MAE on the validation dataset. Additionally a Random Forest model was trained and used as baseline for comparison with deep models. It is worth noting that traditional time-series models such as ARIMA based methods (e.g Box-Jenkins) were not considered in these experiments as it has been showed in [31] that deep models, and in particular convolutional networks, obtain a superior prediction performance in regression problems when inputs are modelled as time series. For each model, a compact nomenclature of their architecture is provided jointly with the MAE computed on the validation dataset. This nomenclature, previously described in IV-F, is composed of (1) the name of the architecture, (2) a list of three values describing the number of layers in CNN, LSTM and Fully Connected blocks respectively, (3) the number of units in each layer for each block, or the filter shape in the case of CNN blocks, (4) the dropout and L2 regularization values applied during training and (5) whether batch-normalization was applied or not (True/False). The resultant R2 (coefficient 
1) SCENARIO A
The obtained results in scenario A (tables 12, 13, 14 and 15) reflect that predictions are not as good as in scenario B because of the significant differences between the training (stationary) and the testing (incremental plus randomincremental) datasets. It is worth to note that dataset variation 2 (logarithms) seems to be more stable on testing than the other three variations. Variation 2 obtains MAE values on testing in a narrow range of values ([8.4,9.8] in four of five models) whereas the other variations fluctuate in a wide range of values (variation 1: [8.4,12.9] , variation 3: [9.6,11.9] and variation 4: [8.1,15.1]). These results suggest that variation 2 features could be chosen in order to obtain more stable results when the model is going to be deployed in realistic scenarios where data patterns are different from the ones utilised for training. The top 5 models on validation in each dataset variation are ranked in a wide range of positions on the testing list, and therefore, choosing the best trained models ranked by validation error does not guarantee the best prediction results on a realistic deployment where data patterns are not coincident with the ones contained in the training dataset. We observed in some cases that moderate degrees of dropout regularization tend to decrease this erratic behaviour but this is a question that still needs to be researched more in depth in the future. Hybrid CNN_LSTM architectures are dominant when trained models are ranked by validation error: 75% of the top 5 models are hybrid CNN_LSTM followed by a 20% of LSTM. These architectures, and in particular LSTM blocks, show a clear advantage for predicting jitter values when complex temporal relations are present in the data. When testing results are analysed, no specific architecture seems to perform better than the others mainly due to the big differences between training and testing datasets. Random Forest models obtained similar worse results on the four dataset variations (Validation MAE in the range of [13.9,14.2]).
2) SCENARIO B
The attained accuracy of testing results in scenario B is significantly better than the one obtained in scenario A. Two factors are mainly responsible for this improvement. Firstly, training and testing distributions are more similar in scenario B than in A. Secondly, we observed in preliminary experiments that predicting jitter in scenarios where cpu load increases, produced results with much better accuracy. The best models of dataset variations 2, 3 and 4 obtained MAE values in the range of [5.9,7.1] although variation 1 models exhibited a less consistent performance with values laying in a wider range [6.2,10.2]. As it happened in Scenario A, the best models of variation 2 (logarithm) achieve better results than the rest and in a narrower range [5.9,6.4] . Regarding that the statistical distributions of records in the training and testing datasets in scenario B are closer than in scenario A, the best models on validation are also ranked in the top positions in the testing phase. These results encourage to deploy models previously trained with a statistical simplification of the real data ( stationary and incremental datasets) in realistic environments (random-incremental dataset) -the resultant models can moderately interpolate predictions in situations not considered during the training phase-. Similarly to scenario A, hybrid CNN_LSTM architectures are predominant among the best models ranked by MAE on validation in every dataset variation -15 of 20 models are hybrid CNN_LSTM models and the rest are LSTM architectures-. It is worth noting that Random Forest models achieved similar values for accuracy metrics on testing than the best deep models. Additionally, Random Forest feature importance results revealed that time windows of 6-7 steps (60-70 seconds) contain the most important features for predicting jitter with accuracy. Therefore, jitter behaviour seems to be mainly related to the changes appeared in the system during the last minute. This experimental result was coincident with the suggestions provided previously by datacenter engineers. Nevertheless, we applied a more conservative approach and grouped data samples in larger windows of 11 time steps (110 seconds) as complex non-linear relationships might be present in greater periods of times.
At the light of these results we can summarise that deep models have always obtained the best accuracy values on testing even if the statistical distribution of the training and testing datasets were different (Scenarios A and B). Conversely, Random Forest models have only performed well when both datasets were similar (Scenario B). The superior complexity of deep models allows to extract intricate non-linear relationships contained in the input variables jointly with the inherent temporal relations that are present in consecutive samples. Therefore, these results suggest the convenience of choosing deep models instead of Random Forest in production environments in order to endow predictors with a greater generalization capability when changes in the data patterns are expected to appear sooner or later.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a scalable and generic method based on deep neural networks for predicting service level events in a datacenter infrastructure taking as input only a reduced number of statistics (CPU usage, Inbound network traffic and Outbound network traffic) that are sampled at the physical machines and are independent from the service-level events we want to predict. Additionally, the reduced dimensionality of the input is also beneficial for the real-time operation of the models as their computation time is directly affected by the input size.
Two service level events were considered and modelled in different use cases. Firstly, we proposed the prediction of the so-called Noisy Neighbors effect with deep learning models. This situation appears when virtual machines that are running in the same physical machine compete for physical machine resources creating interferences among them and producing a performance degradation in the system. We set up a realistic testbed on a real datacenter and run experiments aiming not only to detect noisy CPU interferences but also to clearly differentiate them from overload situations as each of them implies different corrective actuations in datacenters. Secondly, and using the same testbed and input variables, we proposed deep learning models for predicting the jitter values of one of the VoIP calls deployed in the testbed experiments. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work that proposes a scalable and generic approach for predicting these two types of service-level events that are so different.
The testbed consisted of a set of virtual machines running applications that created VoIP calls competing for the resources of the physical machine in which they were running. A variety of experiments were conducted in order to dynamically generate different combinations of normal, overload and noisy neighbors situations in the physical machines. These experiments were run for 1,000 hours generating a labelled dataset of 260,000 records containing samples of the three variables collected at a 10 seconds granularity.
Two scenarios A and B were designed to research the generalization capabilities of deep models that after having been trained in a simplified scenario are deployed in a more complex one. As the differences between training and testing sets in scenario A were larger than in B, in both use cases, we obtained better performance in scenario B than in A when testing deep models. Random Forest, as a representative of traditional machine learning methods, performed similarly to deep models only in scenario B, which suggests to select deep models for realistic deployments as they have shown a superior ability to generalise predictions when inputs do not exactly follow the statistical patterns of the data used for training (scenario A).
Three feature extensions were automatically derived and added to the original input variables relying on pre-defined transformations of the original features (product, square and logarithms). Some performance increase was obtained when training regressors (Jitter prediction use case) but we did not observe any significant enhancement when applied in the Noisy Neighbors use case.
A set of different deep learning architectures was proposed and roughly 4,000 deep models were trained and tested for predicting each of the two service level events. Noisy Neighbors results show that it is possible to predict these interferences with accuracy and differentiate them from overload situations with a moderate rate of false positives and negatives. The best deep models obtained slightly better results than Random Forest's in both scenarios, the former performing better than the later when the data distribution on testing was different from the training one, which is a clear sign of better model generalization. Similarly, in the Jitter prediction use case, deep models obtained the best MAE values on testing even if the statistical distribution of the training and testing datasets were different.
These results encourage us to select deep models against Random Forest for realistic deployments as they have shown a superior ability to interpolate and predict, even if inputs do not exactly follow the patterns of the data used for training. In addition, when GPUs are available, prediction speed of deep models is approximately one order of magnitude faster -in the range of dozens of microseconds using a NVidia Geforce 1080ti -when compared with Random Forest's in the same off-the-shelf PC workstation.
A natural extension of this work is to research the actuation part of the Noisy Neighbor predictor as it is a complex problem involving many different variables and objective functions. Firstly, when a noisy neighbor situation is detected, the system has to identify the VMs that are causing the problem. After detecting this event, it is required to take a decision on which VMs and where they should be moved. It is worth noting that this actuation process is extremely costly as implies the transmission and copy of several gigabytes from one physical machine to another, and therefore, a careful and conservative real-time analysis should be done in order to avoid costly actuations when false positives of noisy neighboirgs are predicted. Another research line can address more complex scenarios where the interferences do not come exclusively from CPU consumers but also from network usage patterns.
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